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Abstract

An object classification technique is proposed to solve a ve-
hicle make and model recognition task. Edges of the back
end of vehicles are extracted from images. These edges
are processed into line segments which contain more local
structure information than interest point based characteri-
zation can encode. Object matching is performed by com-
paring the sets of line segments by a Hausdorff distance.
The method is tested on a database of vehicle images [2].

1. Introduction
An object classification technique is proposed to solve a ve-
hicle make and model recognition task (MMR). This ex-
tends the work done by Dlagnekov [1]. Current MMR is
done by extracting scale invariant feature transform (SIFT)
features [6] from the image of an automobile. These fea-
tures are the foundations upon which recognition is per-
formed.

While interest point based feature detectors such as SIFT
contribute to robust recognition systems, they focus on
minute portions of an image. If an image contains discrim-
inating global features, such as shapes or patterns, the in-
terest point detectors are unable to assimilate them. Vehi-
cles contain such global features by virtue of their contours.
Consider the back end of car, it is plausible to suggest that
MMR could be performed based on the patterns formed by
the tail lights alone. In this paper we explore such an hy-
pothesis by replacing SIFT features with features character-
izing contour lines.

Specifically, we take anedge map, the binary output of
your favorite edge detector, then generate a set of line seg-
ments that fit the edge pixels in the map. These line seg-
ments are partially invariant to illumination changes and
they contain local structure information at a scale that is not
available to interest point methods.

The sets of line segments are compared using a line
segment Hausdorff distance developed by Gao and Le-
ung in [3]. In general, the Hausdorff distance from a
set A to a setB is defined as the maximum distance
from a point inA to the nearest point inB, or, formally,

maxa∈A minb∈B d(a, b) whered(·) is some metric[8]. Us-
ing line segments as the basis for the Hausdorff distance
calculations, Gao and Leung applied the technique to a face
recognition task and achieved competitive recognition rates
which remained relatively stable in light of illumination,
scale, and pose changes. At the heart of this paper is the
application of the line segment Hausdorff distance to this
noisier make-model recognition task.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
presents the line segment generator. This explains how line
segments are obtained from the edge map of an automo-
bile image. Section 3 explains the line segment Hausdorff
distance in detail. Section 4 presents results and section 5
concludes.

2. Line segment generator
Line segment generation can be thought of as multiple in-
stances of line fitting a plane curve. The goal of line fitting
is to approximate an arbitrary curve by a sequence of line
segments. In this case, the arbitrary curve is represented as
a set of noisy edge pixels corresponding to the edge map
of some image. An edge map is the binary output of some
edge detector.

One approach to fitting, known as an error tolerance ap-
proach [5], attempts to fit lines such that the perpendicular
distance from the point (pixel) to the line is within some er-
ror tolerance. One can incorporate a number of minimiza-
tion criteria to such algorithms. For example, one may min-
imize the number of line segments produced, or minimize a
sum of error term.

For this experiment we implement a simple error toler-
ant line segment generator which pays no special attention
to any minimizing criteria. There is little doubt that im-
proving the line segment generator helps the recognition
process. However, the robustness of the recognition pro-
cedure should lie heavily on the performance of the line
segment Hausdorff distance, and not on the accuracy of the
generator. For this reason (or excuse, if you would like,) any
line segment generator is accepted which produces, qualita-
tively speaking, visually recognizable results.

The line segment generator employed is a strip based al-
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Figure 1: The primary line runs along the direction~OA. Its
distance from both boundary lines isd. The end of the strip
runs through C because the nearest point (E) is overd away.
So the line segment produced isOC.

gorithm. The idea of using strips to perform line fitting was
first proposed by Reumann [7]. A strip is defined by three
types of lines as shown in Figure 1, the primary line and two
parallel boundary lines which lie a perpendicular distanced
from the primary line. The direction of the primary line is
determined by the vector between the first two points in the
strip ~OA. The line segment produced will have end points
at the originO, and at the last point that falls in the stripC.
The next line segment is produced by creating another strip
with origin atC.

As it is currently defined, a strip extends out to infinity.
If this is the case then points that should belong to other
logical line segments will fall within the strip and the gen-
erator will output an erroneous line. So we must also define
the end of the strip as being that position past which there
exists no strip point within a parallel distance ofd. See Fig-
ure 1.

The following process generates all line segments for an
image edge map:

1. Find the closest edge pointX to the image origin[0, 0].

2. Produce a line segment,~XC, by the strip algorithm
using a strip-origin atX .

3. If the previous step fails to produce a line segment (i.e.
the strip end encloses no edge points) we arbitrarily
elect a new strip-origin and repeat step 2. Otherwise
we repeat step 2, taking the next strip-origin atC. This
is continued until no new line segments are generated.

Figure 2 shows an image of the back of an automobile,
its edge map, and the line segments generated from the edge
map.

Figure 2: An image, its edge map, and the generated line
segments.

3. The line segment Hausdorff dis-
tance

The line segment Hausdorff distance (LHD) is a metric
which measures the similarity between two sets of line seg-
ments. Its output is a non-negative real number such that
values close to zero express similarity. The idea behind this
work and prior work using LHD, is that one can use the
LHD measure to perform object recognition by feeding it
sets of line segments which represent the structure of an
object’s image. In this section we go through an initial de-
scription of the line segment Hausdorff distance, this cap-
tures the major steps involved in calculating the distance.
Then we see how to bolster the LHD heuristically to better
deal with errors that occur when the LHD is used in an ob-
ject recognition task. The LHD described here is developed
in [3].

Suppose we have two sets of line segments, a model
M = (m1, m2, ..., mn) and inputT = (t1, t2, ..., tm). The
LHD is built upon a vectord(m, t) which represents a dis-
tance, or similarity, between two individual line segments
m andt from the setsM andT . This vector is defined as

d(m, t) =





dθ(m, t)
d‖(m, t)
d⊥(m, t)



 .
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Figure 3: A geometrical view ofd‖ andd⊥.

Figure 4: The three cases whered‖ is 0.

If we extend the segmentsm and t so they intersect,
dθ(m, t) is a function ofθ, the smallest intersecting an-
gle between the two lines. Specifically,dθ(m, t) = θ2/W ,
where the weightW is determined in a training phase of
the experiment.dθ has the property that it penalizes a pair
of line segments non-linearly, that is, large intersectingan-
gles result in considerably higher (worse) scores than small
angles.

d‖(m, t) andd⊥(m, t) are demonstrated by considering
a pair of parallel line segments as depicted in Figure 3.
d‖(m, t), the parallel distancebetween two segments, is
the minimum distance that one must translate a segment, in
the parallel direction, in order to align either the left or right
end points. In Figure 3, this value would bemin{l‖1, l‖2}.

d⊥(m, t), theperpendicular distance, is the distance that
one must translate a segment, perpendicular to the paral-
lel direction, to overlap the two segments. In Figure 3 this
would be the valuel⊥.

Of course, in general, the two line segments will not be
parallel. So before calculating the values ofd‖(m, t) and
d⊥(m, t), the shortest of the two segments is rotated about
its midpoint so that both segments are parallel. The shortest
segment is selected because this causes less distortion to the

original line segment pair.
Finally, the distance measure returned between the two

lines segments is defined as the length of the vectord(m, t),

d(m, t) =
√

d2

θ(m, t) + d2

‖(m, t) + d2

⊥(m, t).

Now we can define similarity between twosetsof line
segmentsS andT , this is the line segment Hausdorff dis-
tance,

LHD(M, T ) = max (h(M, T ), h(T, M)) ,

where

h(M, T ) =
1

∑

m∈M |m|

∑

m∈M

|m| · min
t∈T

d(m, t),

and|m| denotes the length of line segmentm.
The general definition of the LHD is complete. Now we

augment the definition to help alleviate errors that may oc-
cur when we use the LHD in an object recognition task.
First, we deal with the effect of broken lines due to seg-
mentation error. In other words, a line segmentm in some
model set is broken, due to noise, into several smaller seg-
ments{t1, t2, ...tn} in the input set. To deal with this,
d‖(m, t) returns zero whenever the range of one line seg-
ment is completely contained in the other. Figure 4 shows
the three such cases when this occurs.

A benefit of calculating the LHD is that it never explic-
itly matches pairs of line segments. But in obviating this
expensive procedure, it allows for another type of error to
occur. Consider a model set of line segmentsM and a cor-
responding input setT . Saym ∈ M has no corresponding
segment inT due to noise, and, some incorrect input setN
by chance contains a segment that correlates better withm.
Several such errors may add up so thath(M, N) gives a bet-
ter score thanh(M, T ), even though the latter is the correct
correspondence.

To help curb this type of error, a mechanism is added
to the LHD that heuristically tracks how many line seg-
ments will probably be correctly matched. The heuristic
introduced comes to us in the form of a similarity neigh-
borhood: a combination of a positional neighborhoodNp

and an angular neighborhoodNa. If a test segment’s inter-
secting angle is withinNa then the segment falls within the
angular neighborhood. If each of the two end points of a test
segment fall within a radius ofNp of the model end points,
then the segment falls within the positional neighborhood.

The rationale behind the similarity neighborhood is if
one or more input line segments fall within the positional
and angular neighborhoods of a model segmentm, thenm
will likely be correctly matched.m is called ahigh con-
fidence line. We define theconfidence ratioR between a
model set and test set as the ratio of high confidence lines
(Nhc)to the total number of lines in the model set (Ntotal).
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R =
Nhc

Ntotal

This new information and the existing LDH are inte-
grated into a new Hausdorff distance measure

LHD′(M, T ) =
√

LHD2(M, T ) + (WnDn)2,

whereWn is a weight to be determined in a training process,
andDn is thenumber disparitydefined as the average ratio
of lines found outside of the similarity neighborhood of the
two sets to be compared,

Dn = 1 −
RM + RT

2
=

(1 − RM ) + (1 − RT )

2
.

RM andRT are the confidence ratios of the model and test
sets, respectively.

Four parameters must be tuned beforeLHD′ is used for
testing. These areW, Wn, Np, andNa. Simulated anneal-
ing [9] [4] is used to approximate the parameter values that
lead to a global minimization of the error rate on a set of
test data.

4. Results
The make-model recognition task is evaluated using a data-
base of vehicles images [2]. The database consists of 1103
cropped images of the back end of vehicles of various mak-
ers and models. Also available is a set of 38 query images
used to test the make and model recognition algorithm.

Direct comparison of a query image to each of the 1103
images in the test database is infeasible due to the compu-
tational complexity of the LHD. In order to obtain results
in reasonable time the test database is dramatically reduced
by selecting one image corresponding to each make-model
class in the query data set.

Note that the license plate portion of the images is
cropped out to eliminate any noise that the region may con-
tribute to the LHD.

Table 1:
Recognition Rate of LHD

Recognition Rate 0.4211
Top3 Rate 0.6579
Top5 Rate 0.7368

The experimental results are summarized in Table 1. The
LHD is able to achieve a recognition rate of 0.42. The
Top3/Top5 Rate is defined as the proportion of times that the
corresponding model image is found in the top 3/5 matches
of the query results.

Figure 5: Sample cropped images used in experiment 2.

Table 2:
Recognition Rate for Cropped Data Set
Recognition Rate 0.5966
Top3 Rate 0.7524
Top5 Rate 0.8264

Another set of experiments is run in which the images
are cropped so that only the bumper portion of the image is
visible (Figure 5). This is done to remove any noise which
may occur due to the image background or to windshield re-
flection and specularity. Table 2 shows that the recognition
rates are markedly better.

5. Discussion
The proposed make-model recognition system achieves
good recognition rates, though the performance is not
nearly as good as the SIFT based system described by
Dlagnekov [1]. We can attribute some of this performance
difference to the computational complexity of the LHD. It
takes significantly longer to obtain recognition result via
LHD. As a consequence, only a limited number of images
can be used as a model database which affects the overall
recognition rate of the system. Also, because of computa-
tional complexity and practical time constraints, the simu-
lated annealing step can only be run for a limited number of
time steps, thus, is it difficult to say if near optimal parame-
ter values are being estimated.

The LHD was coded in this project using Matlab, so a
definite speed gain is expected by implementing the algo-
rithm in a low level language such as C/C++. Also, as Gao
and Leung report [3], there is a fair amount of speed-up to
be gained by implementingprefiltering techniqueswhich
are techniques that attempt to discard obvious non-matches
before the costly LHD is calculated. Speed-up, which al-
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lows for more database comparisons and allows for further
parameter exploration is beleived to be key in producing a
competetive results.

6. Conclusion
A vehicle make-model recognition system is presented. In
the first stage of the system, edges from images of the back
end of vehicles are extracted using a standard edge detec-
tor. From the resulting edge map we extract a set of line
segments using a line fitting algorithm. The line segments
capture local structure information. One compares two sets
of line segments using a line segment Hausdorff distance.
Classification of an input set is based on a minimal Haus-
dorff distance between the input set and its matching class.

Recognition rates for the system are up to 59.7%, which
is good, though SIFT based recognition systems can ob-
tain classification rates of 89.5% [1]. The gap in success
rates is due in part to the computational complexity of the
LHD which forces the experiment performed here to be far
simpler and less realistic, so a straight comparison of both
methods may not appropriate.
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